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A general method for aligning bent-core smectic liquid crystal materials is described. Alternating
electric fields between interdigitated electrodes patterned on one cell surface create torques on the
liquid crystal that result in uniform “bookshelf” orientation of the smectic layers. The aligned cell
can then be driven in the conventional way by applying an electric field between all of the stripe
electrodes connected together and a monolithic electrode on the other cell surface. Fast, analog, op-
tical phase-only modulation is demonstrated in a device containing a polar, bent-core SmAPF mate-
rial aligned using this technique.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919805]
The 1996 renaissance of interest in so-called “banana”
liquid crystals (LCs), a class of mesogens with strongly bent
molecular cores1,2 has led to the discovery and exploration
of a wealth of exotic structural and behavioral phenomena.3,4
Bent-core mesogens exhibit a wide variety of phases with
different symmetries, unprecedentedly rich and complex op-
tical textures, and new functionalities that are not found in
LC phases of rod-like molecules.5–10 Of particular interest is
the recently discovered SmAPF phase,
11 a non-tilted (orthog-
onal), achiral, biaxial, and spontaneously polar fluid smectic.
The electrooptic response of the SmAPF phase in the book-
shelf layer geometry (with the layers oriented uniformly, per-
pendicular to the plates of the cell), in which an applied
electric field coupling to the spontaneous polarization
changes the effective birefringence without affecting the
director orientation, offers the promise of sub-millisecond,
analog, phase-only optical modulation devices with tunable
phase shifts of several waves, a modulation depth that has
not been realized previously. However, most bent-core smec-
tics, including SmAPF phase materials, cannot be uniformly
aligned in cells using conventional techniques such as
rubbed surface alignment layers, a drawback that has
impeded the development of any electrooptic devices based
on bent-core LCs. While mechanical shearing has been
shown to produce some alignment of banana materials, this
procedure is relatively complicated to implement.12 In this
letter, we describe a general field alignment method that can
be used to align a variety of polar and paraelectric liquid
crystals, including both bent-core and rod-shaped materials.
This technique is employed to achieve homogeneous book-
shelf alignment over large areas of SmAPF cells, allowing us
to demonstrate the unique, phase-only optical modulation
capabilities of this liquid crystal phase.
In the SmAPF phase, the spontaneous polarization Ps is
oriented in the bow plane of the molecules, perpendicular to
the molecular long axis or director n. An electric field E
applied normal to n couples to Ps and causes the optical indi-
catrix to rotate about n, while keeping the director fixed in
space. Light incident along the applied field direction and
polarized perpendicular to n consequently encounters a field-
dependent refractive index n? that depends on the orienta-





where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices in the smectic
plane, perpendicular and parallel to Ps, respectively, and / is
the angle between Ps and the direction of the light. In an
ideal SmAPF optical phase modulator, the smectic layers
would be uniformly aligned in the bookshelf geometry and
an electric field applied normal to the plane of the cell would
be used to achieve optical phase modulation over a range
limited only by the thickness of the LC layer. Such a device
could alternatively be used for amplitude modulation by
inserting it between crossed polarizers, with the layer normal
oriented at 45 from the polarizer axes. The remanent in-
plane birefringence of the field-off state could be compen-
sated using birefringent film.
Since SmAPF materials have large spontaneous polariza-
tion (typically several hundred nC=cm2),11 space charge
effects dominate in determining their director configuration
and electrooptic response. In a bookshelf geometry cell, the
polarization in the absence of applied field is essentially uni-
form and the LC reorients as a uniform block in response to
an applied voltage,11,13 allowing access to all orientations of
the optical indicatrix about its long axis.14,15 The cell has an
analog electrooptic response with memory, i.e., with no power
dissipation until the next state is written.16 The absence of
electric field in the LC layer in the steady state prevents thea)per.rudquist@chalmers.se
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accumulation of ions, so that the device does not require dc
balance. SmAPF materials have short field response times
comparable to those of SmC devices, switching in tens of
microseconds rather than the milliseconds typical of nematic-
based modulators.
W586, the prototype polar smectic A mesogen and the
main SmAPF material used in this study,
11 belongs to a fam-
ily of bent-core molecules with a polar termination on one
end and a siloxane-terminated tail on the other as shown in
Fig. 1(a). On cooling from the isotropic, W586 enters a uni-
axial, paraelectric SmA phase followed by a broad SmAPF
phase, below which the material crystallizes. The SmAPF
phase is optically biaxial, with dn ¼ n2  n1  0:02. All of
the SmAPF mesogens in this family show field alignment and
phase modulation behavior similar to W586, described in
detail below.
Sample cells, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(b), were
manufactured in the Nanofabrication Laboratory at the
Chalmers University of Technology. The top surface of the
cell had a single, square indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode,
while the bottom had interdigitated electrodes created using
optical lithography and wet etching. In cells 2lm (9lm)
thick, the width of the ITO stripes and the gap between them
were both nominally 3 lm (15lm). The total active elec-
trode area was 3mm 3mm. The cell thickness was main-
tained using silica spheres dispersed in glue lines near the
edges of the glass substrates.17
In a typical alignment experiment, the cell was capillary-
filled at elevated temperature, with the liquid crystal in the
isotropic phase. The cell was then cooled (at a rate of 1
C/min) from the isotropic to the uniaxial SmA phase, where it
displayed random focal conic texture (Fig. 2(a)). An ac volt-
age was then applied between the interdigitated electrodes in
order to induce uniform bookshelf alignment. Applying a
square wave voltage (E  5V=lm at 1Hz) for a few seconds
in the SmA phase was typically enough to align the entire
active area of the cell uniformly in the bookshelf geometry
with the layer normal z parallel to the stripes, as shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). This alignment was retained after the field
was removed and was preserved on subsequent cooling to the
SmAPF phase (Fig. 2(d)).
Field-induced alignment was studied over a range of tem-
perature and applied field conditions, as follows. (i)
Temperature. When a 5V=lm square-wave alignment field at
1Hz was applied while cooling from the isotropic into the
SmA phase at a rate of 1 C/min, or while keeping the sam-
ple at a constant temperature just below the transition to the
SmA phase, a defect-free bookshelf structure was obtained
within a few seconds. When the electric field was applied
only at lower temperature in the SmA phase (close to the
SmAPF transition), or with the sample already in the SmAPF
phase, alignment could also be induced but only with a signifi-
cantly higher applied voltage and the alignment in this case
was never as good as that obtained at higher temperature,
where the smectic layers are relatively soft,18 there is weaker
surface anchoring of the layers, and lower viscosity facilitates
flow. Although the spontaneous polarization in the SmAPF
phase is higher than the induced polarization in the SmA
phase, the applied field in the SmAPF phase is at least partly
screened13 and the layers are more rigid. The higher voltages
required to induce alignment at lower temperatures tended to
damage the cell before uniform layer orientation was
obtained. (ii) Waveform. While a 1Hz square-wave voltage
applied at high temperatures rapidly led to uniform alignment
of the sample, a sine or triangle wave with the same amplitude
was less effective. Increasing the frequency of the applied
voltage, for example, to 10 or 100Hz, resulted in cells that
were noticeably less well aligned the higher the frequency.
For f  100 Hz, there was no observable alignment effect and
the alignment field tended to cause short-circuits. The rate and
degree of alignment were also found to depend strongly on
the magnitude of the applied field. For sufficiently small fields
(E2V=lm), there was no alignment at all, suggesting that
FIG. 1. W586 structure and sample cell geometry. (a) Molecular structure
and phase sequence of the bent-core liquid crystal W586. (b) The upper
glass plate of the cell has a single, square ITO electrode, while the lower
plate has interdigitated electrodes for field alignment. The electrode thick-
ness is greatly exaggerated here.
FIG. 2. Alignment of the bent-core mesogen W586 in a 2 lm thick cell
between crossed polarizer and analyzer before and after field application. (a)
Random focal-conic texture in a virgin cell cooled from the isotropic to the
SmA phase. (b) After field alignment, the smectic layer normal z is oriented
uniformly, parallel to the electrodes. When the electrodes are oriented at 45
to the polarizers, a homogeneous birefringence color slightly modulated by
the stripe electrodes but with no alignment defects is observed. (c) When the
electrodes are parallel to either polarizer, a perfect dark state is achieved. (d)
Alignment is maintained after cooling into the SmAPF phase.
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there is a minimum field strength below which rearrangement
of the smectic layers does not readily occur. Above this
threshold, the time required to align the cell decreased and the
final alignment quality improved as the applied voltage was
increased up to about 6V=lm, where excellent alignment was
obtained within a few seconds.
Electric field-induced reorientation of smectic layers of
rod-like LCs has been studied extensively in cells of chiral
SmA and SmC materials19,20 and is well known from the
field-mediated straightening of vertical chevrons in SmC
liquid crystals.21 Chen et al. recently demonstrated switching
between two stable states—with homeotropic and uniform
bookshelf alignment—in a conventional achiral SmA mate-
rial of rod-like mesogens with positive dielectric anisotropy,
using patterned cells similar to those employed here.22
Nakata et al. observed local, field-induced, bookshelf align-
ment of the tilted, polar bent-core SmCAP

F phase in the gap
between two planar electrodes on the same surface of a
cell,23 and a similar method was used by Kinoshita to align
domains of the antiferroelectric B2 banana phase.
24
In our experiments, the observed field-alignment of the
liquid crystal results from coupling between the LC polariza-
tion P (whether induced or spontaneous) and the applied
field E. In both the SmA and SmAPF phases, when P is not
parallel to E the layers experience a non-zero torque which,
when sufficiently large, reorients the smectic layers to make
the induced polarization parallel to the applied field every-
where. Although the field generated by the stripe electrodes
is on average parallel to the bounding plates of the cell, it is
spatially inhomogeneous and the field lines are curved in the
cell interior, as indicated in Fig. 1(b). The minimum energy
configuration that has P parallel to E everywhere can be
achieved only if the smectic layer normal z is oriented paral-
lel to the stripe electrodes and the layers have homogeneous
bookshelf alignment.
A W586 cell that has been field-aligned in the isotropic
or SmA phase can be cooled to the SmAPF phase with the
layer structure preserved and then driven in the conven-
tional way by applying an electric field across the thickness
of the cell. This is implemented by connecting the finger
electrodes together to make one effective electrode on the
bottom plate, opposing the large, single electrode on the top
plate. With the cell oriented at 45 between crossed polar-
izers, changes in Dn with applied voltage are manifested as
variations of birefringence color (or of intensity when the
incident light is monochromatic). Upon increasing the
applied voltage from zero, where Ps is parallel to the sub-
strates (/ ¼ p=2), to the saturated state, where Ps is normal
to the substrates (/ ¼ 0), the sample birefringence, deter-
mined using a Berek compensator, increases continuously
from Dn ¼ n3  n2  0:9 to Dn ¼ n3  n1  0:11, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). Since the maximum phase modulation depth is
dmax ¼ 2pðn2  n1Þd=k, a full wave of modulation (d ¼ 2p)
would be obtained in a W586 cell of thickness d ¼ 28lm
(or d ¼ 14 lm in reflective mode). The small, periodic mod-
ulation of the cell birefringence visible in Figs. 2 and 3 is a
direct result of the presence and absence of ITO on the
lower glass plate. This variation in optical appearance is a
well-known artefact in both nematic and ferroelectric
liquid crystal cells with patterned electrodes that can be
eliminated in reflective mode devices by adding a dielectric
mirror coating.25
The switching response times of the aligned SmAPF
phase, derived from the polarization current response to a
square-wave driving voltage,26 are on the order of tens of
microseconds, as shown in Fig. 3(b), and vary inversely with
the applied field strength as expected.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the SmAPF phase
of bent-core liquid crystals can be aligned with perfect book-
shelf geometry using in-plane electric fields and then utilized
for fast, analog phase modulation of light. The optical modula-
tion range of this device is limited, in principle, only by the
cell thickness. By patterning interdigitated electrodes with dif-
ferent orientations in different parts of the cell, carefully
designed multi-domain SmAPF devices could easily be real-
ized. Smectic devices are somewhat sensitive to mechanical
shock but since the driving voltages used to operate the device
are of the same magnitude as those needed for alignment; the
layer alignment in a damaged cell could be restored simply by
heating the device and repeating the field alignment procedure.
Finally, we have established that the technique described
here is remarkably versatile and can be used to align ferro-
electric and paraelectric smectic liquid crystals of both rod-
shaped and bent-core mesogens. We have, for example,
obtained well-aligned, bookshelf geometry domains of several
different chiral phases and materials, including the B2 phase
of achiral bent-core materials, the SmA and SmC phases of
both conventional and de Vries-type smectics, and the SmCA
FIG. 3. Electrooptic response of a field-aligned SmAPF cell of W586. (a)
Birefringence at selected temperatures in the SmAPF phase as a function of
applied electric field. Inset: The applied field E couples to the polarization
P, inducing rotation of the biaxial indicatrix with principal indices
ðn1; n2; n3Þ about the layer normal z. (b) Response time as a function of
applied electric field. The cell thickness is 9 lm.
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phase of antiferroelectric smectics. Surprisingly, in-plane
electric fields were even found to align the SmA phase of ra-
cemic, rod-shaped liquid crystals very well.
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